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In this paper, we consider the problem of the scattering of in-plane waves at an interface between
a homogeneous medium and a metamaterial. The relevant eigenmodes in the two regions are cal-
culated by solving a recently described non self-adjoint eigenvalue problem particularly suited to
scattering studies. The method efficiently produces all propagating and evanescent modes consis-
tent with the application of Snell’s law and is applicable to very general scattering problems. In a
model composite, we elucidate the emergence of a rich spectrum of eigenvalue degeneracies. These
degeneracies appear in both the complex and real domains of the wave-vector. However, since this
problem is non self-adjoint, these degeneracies generally represent a coalescing of both the eigen-
values and eigenvectors (exceptional points). Through explicit calculations of Poynting vector, we
point out an intriguing phenomenon: there always appears to be an abrupt change in the sign of
the refraction angle of the wave on two sides of an exceptional point. Furthermore, the presence of
these degeneracies, in some cases, hints at fast changes in the scattered field as the incident angle
is changed by small amounts. We calculate these scattered fields through a novel application of the
Betti-Rayleigh reciprocity theorem. We present several numerical examples showing a rich scatter-
ing spectrum. In one particularly intriguing example, we point out wave behavior which may be
related to the phenomenon of resonance trapping. We also show that there exists a deep connection
between energy flux conservation and the biorthogonality relationship of the non self-adjoint prob-
lem. The proof applies to the general class of scattering problems involving elastic waves (under
self-adjoint or non self-adjoint operators).
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2I. INTRODUCTION
There has been considerable recent research interest in the field of wave propagation through periodic structures
under the fields of photonics, phononics, and metamaterials1–11. Irrespective of the different properties which meta-
materials research in different fields target, the end goal is the same: to design composite materials for the fine-tuned,
predominantly frequency-dependent control of the trajectory and dissipation characteristics of waves12–14.
A periodically layered composite is an example of a simple but physically rich phononic system for which there is
already considerable research in the area of dispersion properties4,15–24. This problem can be made more complicated
by interfacing a semi-infinite layered composite with a homogeneous material. This problem has been studied by
several researchers recently for the anti-plane shear case16,20,25,26. Even for this simple problem, exotic wave behaviors
such as negative refraction and negative effective properties have been reported16,17,20. The problem can be further
complicated by considering in-plane waves instead of anti-plane shear waves. Mokhtari et. al.27 showed that the
associated eigenvalue problem in this case is non-normal which gives rise to complex eigenvalues (in general) and
non orthogonal eigenvectors. It has been shown in earlier studies that the non-orthogonality of the eigenvectors in
such problems is associated with interesting physical phenomena28,29. The scattering problem involving the layered
system under consideration here was recently considered by Lustig et. al.30. They made some important observations
in their paper, perhaps the most important being the explicit identification of eigenvalue degeneracies (exceptional
points, EPs) in the dispersion spectrum of the composite. EPs are degeneracies in the spectrum of non self-adjoint
operators,31–33 and are associated with anomalous scattering behavior31,34. They also noted the important point
that in this problem, the exceptional points are being generated without any gain or loss in the system (unlike PT
symmetric studies35,36) and that they are accessible through an appropriate scattering problem. They solved a limited
scattering problem, however, it was not in the vicinity of the exceptional points that they identified.
In this paper, we consider the same problem that Lustig et. al.30 considered but make several novel contributions
and observations. We exploit the linear non self-adjoint eigenvalue problem given in Mokhtari et. al.27 directly to
evaluate the complex dispersion relation of the composite. It gives us the ability to characterize the EPs present in
the spectrum more efficiently than the Transfer Matrix Method16,25 which has been the method of choice in previous
related studies in layered systems. We identify a new class of EPs in the problem (in the domain of the wavevector
component parallel to the layers) which were not identified previously. We identify these EPs at the intersections of
propagating and non-propagating branches (Figs. 2a and 3a), and also at intersections of two propagating branches
(Fig. 4a). Through explicit numerical calculations of the Poynting vector, we show an intriguing property of wave
propagation: there always appears to be an abrupt change in the sign of refraction angle of the wave on two sides of
an EP. This seems to hold for EPs both in the domain of the wavenumber parallel to the layers and perpendicular to
the layers (Fig. 7).
Solving the scattering problem requires the calculation of the scattering coefficients. The classic way16,25,37,38 of
solving this problem in the anti-plane shear case is through an appropriate discretization of the continuity conditions
by employing the orthogonality of modeshapes. However, the modeshapes in the in-plane problem are non-orthogonal
which causes the solution process to become numerically unstable. We solve this problem here through a novel
application of the Betti-Rayleigh reciprocity theorem39. We show scattering calculations for several cases, elucidating
a rich spectrum of scattering behavior. This includes showing fast variations in the scattering spectrum in the
vicinity of EPs and, in one intriguing case, a sudden drop in transmission energy in what may be a sign of the
resonance trapping phenomenon40,41. Finally, we give an important proof regarding energy flux conservation in
scattering problems under non-normal operators: we show that the energy flux component applicable to conservation
is a restatement of the biorthogonality relationship of the problem. This observation allows us to diagonalize the flux
conservation relationship, elucidating the interplay between the scattering coefficients of the left and right eigenvectors.
We note the important result that such diagonalization is impossible without the use of biorthogonality.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the engineering motivations of solving the scattering problem
and important practical applications related to EPs. Section III presents the problem statement and formulation.
Section IV discusses the dispersion calculations using TMM and linear non self-adjoint formulation in addition to
the existence of exceptional points. Section V presents the application of Betti-Rayleigh reciprocity in solving the
scattering problem, and also the proof of direct connection between biorthoginality and energy flux conservation.
Section VI presents numerical examples, including scattering calculations supported by FEM simulations.
II. ENGINEERING MOTIVATION
Non self-adjoint operators usually describe systems that exchange energy with their environment through interfaces.
Such systems have been extensively studied recently in the areas of wave propagation42, vibration43 and quantum
systems44. Two recent studies in phononics elucidate the interplay between self-adjoint systems and non self-adjoint
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the single interface problem showing an incident wave and some reflected and transmitted waves. The
exact number of reflected and transmitted waves depends upon the problem.
systems. Lu et. al.31 showed that non self-adjoint systems emerge when one simply extends the wavenumber dependent
equilibrium equations into the complex parameter domain and that it leads to interesting physical and related33 effects
of level repulsion and exceptional points. Mokhtari et. al.27 showed how to formulate general phononic eigenvalue
problems in self-adjoint and non self-adjoint forms. These conversions offers access to the exotic dynamic behavior
around level repulsion45,46 and exceptional points47.
Level repulsion, sometimes termed avoided crossing32 or mode veering48 in different research communities, appears
in a parameter dependent eigensystems when there exists mode coupling between two eigenstates. As the mode
coupling strength increases, the two eigenfrequency branches involved veer away from each other and the corresponding
modeshapes undergo a swift exchange under a small variation of the parameter. This effect can be used to create
highly sensitive sensors which measure the perturbation of the parameter upon which the fast modeshape changes
depend. In the past, researchers have considered perturbations on stiffness49, geometric factors50,51, pressure52, and
electrothermal voltage53 and hypothesised sensors based on these perturbations.
Exceptional points, on the other hand, are characterized by non-linear dispersion in their vicinity54, modeshape
sign flips55, and non-trivial geometric phase accumulation56. These unusual properties can be used for the design of
sensors as well. The design principles for exceptional point based sensors can be divided into two categories, one that
relies on the measurement of nonlinear dispersion, and the other that relies on the sensitivity of modeshape. In the
former category, Alcheikh et. al. designed a pressure sensor based on tracking the resonant frequency of a micro-beam
under varying axial load in the vicinity of an exceptional point52. Similarly, by introducing higher order exceptional
points into a photonic system, Hodaei et. al.54 were able to enhance the sensitivity of the measurements of resonant
frequencies of the system. In the latter category, a number of MEMS sensor designs exploit mode localization
behavior where a symmetry breaking perturbation leads to vibration energy confinement49,57–61. In these cases,
symmetry breaking appears in level repulsion zones in the vicinity of exceptional points and modeshape sensitivity
becomes orders of magnitude larger compared to resonant frequency sensitivity. In addition to the design of level
repulsion/exceptional points based sensors in the classic mechanics settings, the physics of such phenomenon has been
shown to have promise in enhancing quantum sensing as well62,63.
As in other areas, it is possible to create highly sensitive sensors for wave propagation applications using the physics
of level repulsion and exceptional points. Fig. (1) shows a schematic of how one such sensor might work. It shows an
interface between a homogeneous medium and a layered medium (phononic crystal). An incident wave at an angle
θ (with a wavenumber k and frequency ω) produces potentially multiple reflected and transmitted modes. Snell’s
law ensures that the tangential component of the wavevector, k1 = k sin θ, is conserved for all the reflected and
transmitted modes. In this problem, the modes which exist in the transmitted and reflected sides depend upon the
common parameter k1 which can be changed by changing the angle of incidence of the incident wave. Since the angle of
incidence depends upon the location of the source which is producing the incident wave, a sensitive measurement of k1
is equivalent to a sensitive localization of the source. The geometry of the phononic crystal may be designed to create
exceptional points and level repulsion zones in the parameter of k1 thus giving us the potential ability of measuring k1
with high sensitivity. This is also schematically shown in Fig. (1). The idea is to design the phononic crystal in such
a way that when the incident angle is changed by a small amount, it leads to a large change in the vibratory modes of
the crystal thus altering the scattered field significantly. A specific possibility is one where a small increment in the
source incident angle transforms one transmitted mode from positive refraction to negative refraction (Fig. 1). As
will be shown later in the numerical example section, this mode splitting occurs exactly around an exceptional point.
In this design scheme, the sensing metric will be based on the scattered waves field of this problem. It is, therefore,
important to understand this scattering problem, particularly under the non self-adjoint formalism as this problem
4is indeed non self-adjoint27. In the future it will be of great interest to compare the performance of sensors based on
the principles of level repulsion and exceptional points with traditional source localization method based on clusters
of sensors and data processing algorithms64.
III. STATEMENT OF THE IN-PLANE PROBLEM
Following16,20,25,30, we define our laminate as a periodically layered structure in the x1 direction with the layer
interfaces in the x2 − x3 plane extending to infinity. In the direction of periodicity, the laminated composite is
characterized by a unit cell Ω of length h (0 ≤ x1 ≤ h). For our purposes the unit cell is composed of 2 material layers
with Lame’s parameters λ1, λ2, µ1, µ2, density ρ1, ρ2, and thicknesses h1, h2 respectively. However, this restriction
is not necessary. In fact, relaxing this may give rise to other interesting physical phenomena30. The case of n
homogeneous material layers or layers with spatially changing material properties is not substantively different. All
that is required is that the material properties be periodic with the unit cell so as to give the composite its phononic
character.
We assume the problem to be in-plane in nature. If in-plane waves are propagating in the laminated or homogeneous
medium, then the nonzero components of displacement are taken to be u1, u2. These have the functional form
u1(x1, x2, t), u2(x1, x2, t) and give rise to the relevant stress components σ11, σ22, σ12 = σ21 with the same functional
form as the displacements. By denoting any of these fields with the symbol Φ, the periodicity of the problem enforces
that the fields can be expressed in the following Bloch-periodic form:
Φ(x1, x2, t) = Φ¯(x1) exp [i(k1x1 + k2x2 − ωt)] (1)
where Φ¯ is the unit cell periodic part of Φ.
Here we are concerned with a scattering problem which involves an interface between a homogeneous medium with
material properties λ0, µ0 and a layered composite. The interface is infinite in the x1−x3 plane and located at x2 = 0
(Fig. (1)), The layered medium is in the region x2 > 0 with the layers being parallel to the x2 − x3 plane. A plane
harmonic wave with frequency ω and x1 wavenumber component k1 is incident at the interface from the homogeneous
medium and is of the form:
uI(x1, x2, t) = Ad exp [i(k1x1 + k2x2 − ωt)] (2)
where the wavenumber is assumed to satisfy the dispersion relation of the homogeneous medium, k1, k2 ≥ 0, and
d = [sin(θ) cos(θ)] for a longitudinal incident wave and d = [− cos(θ) sin(θ)] for a shear incident wave, where θ is the
angle of incidence. This wave sets up an infinite number of transmitted and reflected waves. All these scattered waves
share the same frequency and x1 component of the wavevector as the incident wave. The transmitted and reflected
fields have the following forms for the displacement vector:
uT (x1, x2, t) =
∞∑
i=1
T (i)u¯
(i)
T (x1) exp
[
i(k1x1 + k
(i)
2 x2 − ωt)
]
uR(x1, x2, t) =
∞∑
i=1
R(i)u¯
(i)
R (x1) exp
[
i(k1x1 + κ
(i)
2 x2 − ωt)
]
(3)
where T (i), R(i) are the scattering coefficients of the modes which are scattered in the transmitted and reflected
regimes respectively. All these modes are characterized by the same x1 wavenumber k1 but different x2 wavenumbers.
The x2 wavenumbers k
(i)
2 , κ
(i)
2 are chosen so as to ensure that either the flux of these waves is zero or away from the
interface. This involves choosing those k
(i)
2 with =k(i)2 > 0 and κ(i)2 with =κ(i)2 < 0. If the imaginary parts are zero,
then positive k
(i)
2 and negative κ
(i)
2 modes are chosen. u¯
(i)
T , u¯
(i)
R are the displacement modeshapes corresponding to
the modes which are characterized by the x2 wavenumbers k
(i)
2 , κ
(i)
2 respectively.
IV. DISPERSION CALCULATIONS
The first step in determining scattering coefficients is to calculate the acceptable x2 wavenumbers and modeshapes
which correspond to a given frequency ω and a given x1 wavenumber k1. We will consider two methods of doing this:
• Transfer Matrix Method (TMM): This is an exact numerical method but it naturally only produces solutions of
the form k1(ω, k2). This is the method that has been used in previous studies.
16,20 In this method, k2 values for
a desired ω, k1 combination must be determined through a search procedure. Furthermore, the corresponding
modeshapes need to be separately calculated as well.
5• Direct solution of a non self-adjoint eigenvalue problem27: This method directly solves for k2(ω, k1) and auto-
matically produces the corresponding modeshapes in both the homogeneous medium and the layered composite.
In fact, this method can be used to directly calculate any kp(ω, ki) where kp, ki are components along any two
perpendicular directions.
Note that one could as well solve ω(k1, k2) problem but this is the common form in which phononic problems are
generally considered and will not be considered in this paper. There is an important point of note in this discussion.
It has been shown31–34,36 that the degeneracies of the phononic spectrum have important physical consequences for
wave propagation. In the present problem, these degeneracies (exceptional points) can exist for either ω, k1, or k2.
Lustig et. al.30 has made the interesting point that in this simple elastic in-plane problem, it becomes possible to
access these degeneracies in the wave-number domain. However, they have only pointed out the degeneracies for k1
(ω degeneracies being unimportant in this case). We argue in the coming sections that it is the degeneracies in the
k2 spectrum which are more important (at least for the scattering problem considered in this paper and, to a large
extent, even in Lustig et. al.30) and which can be efficiently determined using our direct solution of the k2(ω, k1)
problem. This is because if these degeneracies occur for a real k1, they (and the complex k2 modes close to the
degeneracy) can be directly activated in the scattering problem.
A. TMM and k1(ω, k2) solutions
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FIG. 2. (a) Exceptional points at f = 1.97 MHz are marked by the two arrows. The EPs occur at the intersection of real branches
and the branch with complex k1 values (Blue curves), (b) Displacement and stress modeshapes at points A and B showing
that the modeshapes are different, (c) Modeshapes at point C which represents two complex conjugate modes represented by
C1, C2, (d) modeshapes at the EP at k2h = 1.5588 explicitly showing the coalescing of the modeshapes corresponding to the
coalescing eigenvalues.
The transfer matrix method has been explained in detail in65 and it is treated only briefly here for completeness
6(see Appendix-A for some more details). Following65 we define our laminate as a periodically layered structure in
the x1 direction with the layer interfaces in the x2–x3 plane and infinite in this plane. In the direction of periodicity
the laminated composite is characterized by a unit cell Ω of length h (0 ≤ x1 ≤ h). For our purposes the unit
cell is composed of two material layers with Lame´ constants λ1, λ2, µ1, µ2, densities ρ1, ρ2, and thicknesses h1, h2
respectively. The wave number solutions come from the following equation (Appendix-A)
cos(k1h) =
1
4
[
a3 ±
√
a23 − 4a2 + 8
]
, (4)
where a0, a1, a2, a3 are defined in Eq. (A4). So that if k1 is a solution, then so are ±(k1 ± 2npi/h) for all integer n
(details in65). This class of problem, termed k1(ω, k2), is generally associated with a non-normal differential operator
27
This generally gives rise to complex eigenvalues and linearly dependent eigenvectors. TMM may be used to calculate
exceptional points in the k1 spectrum. For instance, consider the following composite:
• Material 1: λ1 = 121.1GPa, µ1 = 80.8GPa, ρ1 = 7800kg/m3, h1 = 0.8mm
• Material 2: λ2 = 51.1GPa, µ2 = 26.3GPa, ρ2 = 2700kg/m3, h2 = 0.2mm
For this composite, the k1 − k2 solutions at f = 1.97 MHz are shown in Fig. (2a). In this figure, k2 is considered
real. Three branches of real k1 modes are plotted in black, and a branch of complex k1 modes connecting the lower
two real modes is plotted in blue. Note that there are two fundamental k1 solutions for each k2 (Eq. (A6)), therefore,
the complex branch consists of complex conjugate pair solutions. Only the positive imaginary parts of the solutions
are shown in Fig. (2a). The exceptional points occur at the two ends of the complex branch intersecting the real
branches. At these points, the imaginary parts of the complex branch disappears. These exceptional points are
characterized not only by a coalescing of the eigenvalues but also a corresponding coalescing of the eigenvectors. To
see this explicitly, we plot the modeshapes for three points in the vicinity of an exceptional point (points A,B,C)
as well as the modeshapes at the exceptional point itself. Points A and B are at k2h = 1.6216 and Point C is at
k2h = 1.1774. Figs. (2b,2c) show that the modes in the immediate neighborhood of the exceptional point have
distinct modeshapes. In contrast, the modeshapes at the EP at k2h = 1.5588 lie on top of each other, showing a
coalescing of the eigenvectors.
B. Direct solution of the k2(ω, k1) problem
Rather than solving the k1(ω, k2) problem as we do in the last section, it is possible to solve the k2(ω, k1) problem.
However, such a solution is not possible through the Transfer Matrix Method. The strategy for such a solution is
detailed in27 and here we present it only briefly. Consider the linear non self-adjoint form of a phononics eigenvalue
problem:
∇.σ = ρu¨ (5)
σ = C : ∇u (6)
where σ is the stress tensor and u = {u1, u2} is the displacement vector. Consider a kind of phononic eigenvalue
problem in which we are given the frequency ω and one of the two components of the wavevector k = {k1, k2}. The
fields are of the form u = u¯ exp(i(kixi − ωt)) and σ = σ¯ exp(i(kixi − ωt)) where the barred quantities represent the
unit cell periodic parts as explained earlier. Denoting by the roman indices 1, 2 we can separate the equations of
motion into the following:
σ¯ij,j − ik1σ¯i1 + ω2ρu¯i = ik2σ¯i2
σ¯ij − Cijklu¯k,l + iCijk1k1u¯k = −iCijk2k2u¯k (7)
These equations can be cast in the generalized eigenvalue form by identifying two new vectors. Specifically, we consider
γ = {k1, 0} and n = k2{0, 1}. This transforms Eq. (7) into the following form:
Aφ¯ = k2Bφ¯
where φ¯ ≡ {u¯, σ¯}, and A,B are defined as:
A =
[
ω2ρ( ) ∇ · ( )− i( ) · γ
−C : ∇( ) + iC : ( )⊗ γ I
]
; B =
[
0 i( ) · n
−iC : ( )⊗ n 0
]
(8)
The above non-self adjoint eigenvalue problem can be solved using the Plane Wave Expansion method whose details
have been provided elsewhere27. Importantly, the above eigenvalue problem directly provides us with a solution for
k2 given (ω, k1). If desired, it is trivial to cast the above in a k1(ω, k2) form which would then provide the solutions
calculated by the Transfer Matrix Method.
7C. k2 exceptional points
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FIG. 3. Exceptional point at f = 1.80 MHz. (a) The EP occurs at the intersection of a real branch and the branch with
complex k2 values (Blue curves). (b) The modeshapes corresponding to the points A and B on the right side of the EP. (c)
The modeshapes corresponding to the points C on the complex k2 branch (d) The modeshapes on the two points near the EP,
which show the modeshape coalescence.
Using the same layered composite as described earlier, and the k2(ω, k1) eigenvalue problem discussed in the previous
section, the k1 − k2 solutions calculated at f = 1.80 MHz are shown in Fig. (3a). In this figure, k1 is taken to be
real. The k2 eigenvalues are of the following form: a+ ib, a− ib, −a+ ib, −a− ib. Only positive real branches and
complex branches of the form a + ib where a, b > 0 are shown. There are two exceptional points in Fig. (3a) which
occur at the intersection of the complex k2 branches (shown in blue color) and the real k2 branches (shown in black).
At these points, the imaginary parts of the complex branches go to zero and the real part equal the eigenvalues of
the real branches. As these are the degenerecies of a non-Hermitian system, the corresponding eigenvectors usually
coalesce. This is explicitly shown in Fig. (3). The real and imaginary parts of the u¯1 and u¯2 modeshapes for different
points close to the second EP at k1 = 2.71 are plotted in Fig. (3b-d). It can be seen in Fig. (3d) that although the
modeshapes are identical at the exceptional point, they diverge when nearby points are considered.
The behavior of the exceptional points bears noting in this problem and is described in more detail in Fig. (4). Fig.
(4a) shows a situation similar to Fig. (3a) where two real branches are connected to each other by a pair of complex
conjugate k2 branches at a frequency of 1.858 MHz. The intersections are exceptional points which are marked in
the figure. As we increase the frequency, we note that the complex branches diminish and eventually disappear at
around 1.862 MHz. At this point, the two exceptional points coalesce in the real domain to give rise to a crossing of
the propagating branches. The eigenvectors at this crossing point will still coalesce. Further increasing the frequency
to 1.864 MHz leads to a separation of the propagating modes but in the k2 direction. Two exceptional points again
emerge in this system but now they are at the intersections of the propagating modes with complex k1 branches. This
case is similar to what has been reported in30.
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FIG. 4. Different exceptional points in the spectrum of the layered composite (a) EPs occuring at the intersections of a real
branch and a complex k2 branch at f = 1.858 MHz. (b) EP occuring at the intersection of two real branches at f = 1.8621
MHz. (c) EPs occuring at the intersection of a real branch and a complex k1 branch at f = 1.864 MHz
V. SOLUTION OF THE SCATTERING PROBLEM USING BETTI-RAYLEIGH RECIPROCITY
Now we consider the scattering problem at an interface between the laminate and homogeneous medium shown in
Fig. (1). The incident, transmitted, and reflected fields are given in Eqs. (2) and (3). The goal is to calculate the
scattering coefficients such that interface continuity and conservation of energy are satisfied. Ref.25 has presented
a solution to this problem by projecting the interface continuity conditions on to a suitable basis. We present an
alternative solution strategy which depends upon the application of the Betti-Rayleigh reciprocity theorem39,66 to the
problem (see Appendix-B for more details on the formulation).
A. Solving the Scattering Problem
The incident, transmitted, and reflected fields are given in Eq. (3). For a longitudinal wave with wave number
k = kl impinging the interface at an incident angle θ (with the normal), we have d = ±[sin(θ), cos(θ)]T . Similarly,
for transverse incident wave with wave number k = kt, we have d = ±[− cos(θ), sin(θ)]T . Lustig et. al.30 had to
characterized these reflected modes as longitudinal or transverse before using them in scattering calculations. An
advantage of the eigenvalue problem of the form given in Eq. (7) is that when it is used for a homogeneous medium,
it automatically produces all the reflected modeshapes with correct polarization and directions of propagation. With
this, the displacement (u1, u2) and traction continuity at the interface are given by:
uIj + u
R
j = u
T
j (9)
σI2j + σ
R
2j = σ
T
2j (10)
We seek to apply the reciprocity theorem on a finite sub-region of the infinite domain of Fig. (1). This finite sub-
region, shown in Fig. (5), is a rectangle of height 2l centered along x2 = 0. The region encompasses one unit cell of
the layered composite. For this configuration, the surface term in (B5) is given by:∫
∂Ω
(·)dS =
∫
S+1 +S
−
1 +S
+
2 +S
−
2
(·)dS (11)
Furthermore, we will consider the problem in the limit l → 0 in which case the volume terms in Eq. (B5) will go to
FIG. 5. Sub-domain considered for the application of Betti-Rayleigh reciprocity theorem.
9zero. In this limit, S+2 corresponds to a surface just above the x2 = 0 axis and S
−
2 corresponds to a surface just below
it. These surfaces are represented by 0+, 0− respectively. Reciprocity relation for the present problem is, therefore,
given by: ∫
x2=0+
[
tAi u
B∗
i − tBi uA∗i
]
dS +
∫
x2=0−
[
tAi u
B∗
i − tBi uA∗i
]
dS =
−
∫
S−1
[
tAi u
B∗
i − tBi uA∗i
]
dS −
∫
S+1
[
tAi u
B∗
i − tBi uA∗i
]
dS (12)
We choose state A to be the actual scattering problem under consideration with the reflected and transmitted fields
given by Eqs. 2-3. We consider virtual states B from appropriate solutions of two problems:
• In-plane waves traveling in the homogeneous medium in Fig. (1) now extended infinitely. The waves are assumed
to be harmonic at ω and with an x1 wavenumber k1 and x2 wavenumber κ2.
• In plane waves traveling in the layered medium in Fig. (1) now extended infinitely. The waves are assumed to
be harmonic at ω and with an x1 wavenumber k1 and x2 wavenumber k2.
Each of these free virtual waves are feasible solutions in their respective infinite domain problems, and are easily
determined from the eigenvalue formulation presented earlier. Since each of these virtual waves has an exponential
term of the form exp(i(k1x−ωt)) which they share with waves in state A, it can be shown that the only x1 dependence
in every integral in (12) comes from a unit cell periodic function. This further implies that the right hand side of Eq.
(12) goes to zero for the set of chosen states B since S+1 and S
−
1 are one unit cell apart. For all such states, therefore,
the reciprocity relation simplifies to:∫
x2=0+
[
tAi u
B∗
i − tBi uA∗i
]
dS +
∫
x2=0−
[
tAi u
B∗
i − tBi uA∗i
]
dS = 0 (13)
By considering all the Nt + Nr virtual sates in the above equation and after some algebraic manipulations, the
following linear system of equation is obtained (see Appendix-B for details):
PS = I (14)
where P is a square matrix of size (Nt+Nr)×(Nt+Nr) and S = [T (1) T (2) ... T (Nt) R(1) R(2) ... R(Nr)]T is
the scattering coefficients vector. The P matrix consists of inner products of the periodic components of displacement
and stress modeshapes. These are automatically produced by the eigenvalue problem in Eq. (7). The total stress
emerging from the solution of scattering problem is:
σT (x1, x2) =
Nt∑
i=1
T (i)σ¯
(i)
T (x1) exp
[
i(k1x1 + k
(i)
2 x2 − ωt)
]
(15)
σR(x1, x2) =
Nr∑
i=1
R(i)σ¯
(i)
R (x1) exp
[
i(k1x1 + κ
(i)
2 x2 − ωt)
]
(16)
B. Energy considerations and Biorthogonality
As a check on the consistency of the calculations we also need to consider the balance of energy flow in the system.
Consider a rectangular area of length b and height 2l with its latter dimension bisected by x2 = 0. In the absence of
any dissipating mechanisms the total energy entering this rectangle should balance the energy leaving it. The time
averaged real part of the Poynting vector gives the energy flux:
P = ±1
2
<[σ · u˙∗] (17)
(positive sign for reflected waves and negative sign for transmitted waves) which in the present case has two components
P1,P2. The unit cell averages of these (denoted by the brackets 〈〉) give the time and unit cell averaged energy flux
in a desired direction. The average energy entering this area due to the incident wave is −0.5<[iω(σI12uI∗1 + σI22uI∗2 )]
where θi is the angle of incidence. There is a net loss of energy from this region due to the presence of transmitted
and reflected waves. The energy contained in these waves is generated at the interface and then transported away
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and can be considered by using the field summation expressions introduced above. Ignoring the ω, k1 terms (they will
cancel out), the Poynting vector in the transmitted and reflected regimes have the following form:
PT2 =
1
2
<
[
−iωjˆ ·
( ∞∑
i=1
T (i)σ¯
(i)
T e
ik
(i)
2 l
)
·
( ∞∑
i=1
T (i)u¯
(i)
T e
ik
(i)
2 l
)∗]
PR2 =
1
2
<
[
iωjˆ ·
( ∞∑
i=1
R(i)σ¯
(i)
R e
−iκ(i)2 l
)
·
( ∞∑
i=1
R(i)u¯
(i)
R e
−iκ(i)2 l
)∗]
(18)
The above terms have been evaluated at x2 = l for the transmitted modes and at x2 = −l for the reflected modes and
they have an implicit dependence on x1 since the modeshapes depend upon x1. However, all x1 dependent terms are,
in fact, periodic with the unit cell. Therefore, taking their unit cell averages removes the x1 dependence. We denote
the unit cell averages with 〈PT 〉, 〈PR〉. The energy leaving the region of interest due to the transmitted waves is now
given by b〈PT 〉2 and due to the reflected waves is given by b〈PR〉2. Energy balance equation thus becomes:
E =
2(〈PT 〉2 + 〈PR〉2)
<[−iω(σI12uI∗1 + σI22uI∗2 )] = 1 (19)
Furthermore, we can calculate the Poynting vector for each mode:
P(i) = ±1
2
R
[
σ¯(i) · ˙¯u(i)∗
]
(20)
which then gives us the refraction angle of each mode:
θ(i) = arctan(
〈P(i)1 〉
〈P(i)2 〉
) (21)
One curious aspect of the energy flux conservation above is that it needs to be evaluated at some x2 value. This is due
to the fact that in the unit cell averages of Eq. (18), the double summation cannot be reduced to a single summation
through some orthogonality condition. The exponential terms, therefore, cannot cancel out and there remains a
dependence on x2. Strictly speaking, therefore, the energy balance appears not to be independent of x2. This means
that potentially the Poynting vector terms calculated at some other x2 values in Eq. (18) may lead to a violation of
Eq. (19) – we want to emphasize that we do not see this violation in numerical investigations, however, the point
still remains that energy flux identity written above has an apparent x2 dependence. To rectify this situation, we
investigate an alternative formulation for the energy metric by considering biorthogonality inherent in the problem.
From27, the biorthogonality relationship (after appropriate normalization) is:
〈Bφ(p)r , φ(q)l 〉 = δpq (22)
where φ
(p)
r , φ
(q)
l are the right and left eigenvectors corresponding to the p
th, qth eigenvalues respectively. For the
present problem, the above equation in the transmitted regime, as an example, is27:
〈nj σ¯(p)ij(r), u¯(q)i(l)〉 − 〈nj u¯(p)i(r), σ¯(q)ij(l)〉 = δpq (23)
The above equation is general but in the present case n would be the unit vector in the x2 direction (n = jˆ). We have
omitted the subscript T to make the notation easier. The unit cell averaged energy flux in the direction of n may be
derived from the Poynting vector as:
En = −1
2
〈<[njσij u˙∗i ]〉 =
ω
2
〈<[injσiju∗i ]〉 = −
ω
2
=〈[njσiju∗i ]〉 =
iω
4
[〈njσij , ui〉 − 〈njui, σij〉] (24)
Now the main idea is to expand stress and displacement fields in terms of the left and right eigenvectors. On the
transmitted side, we can write:
u =
∞∑
i=1
T (i)r u¯
(i)
r e
ik
(i)
2 l =
∞∑
i=1
T
(i)
l u¯
(i)
l e
ik
(i)
2 l
σ =
∞∑
i=1
T (i)r σ¯
(i)
r e
ik
(i)
2 l =
∞∑
i=1
T
(i)
l σ¯
(i)
l e
ik
(i)
2 l (25)
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where u¯r, u¯l, σ¯r, σ¯l are extracted from the right and left eigenvectors respectively and Tr, Tl are the corresponding
scattering coefficients. Similar expressions hold on the reflection side as well. Since n = jˆ, the 2-component of energy
flux on the transmitted side is:
ET2 =
iω
4
[
〈
∑
p
T (p)r nj σ¯
(p)
ij,re
ik
(p)
2 l,
∑
q
T
(q)
l u¯
(q)
i,l e
ik
(q)
2 l〉 − 〈
∑
p
T (p)r nj u¯
(p)
i,r e
ik
(p)
2 l,
∑
q
T
(q)
l σ¯
(q)
ij,le
ik
(q)
2 l〉
]
(26)
An arbitrary term in the above double summation is:
iωT
(p)
r T
(q∗)
l
4
[
〈nj σ¯(p)ij,r, u¯(q)i,l 〉 − 〈nj u¯(p)i,r , σ¯(q)ij,l〉
]
ei(k
(p)
2 −k(q)2 )l = − iωT
(p)
r T
(q∗)
l
4
ei(k
(p)
2 −k(q)2 )lδpq (27)
Therefore, the 2-component of energy flux on the transmitted side is:
ET2 =
iω
4
∑
p
T (p)r T
(p∗)
l (28)
Similarly, the 2-component of energy flux on the reflected side is:
ER2 =
iω
4
∑
p
R(p)r R
(p∗)
l (29)
showing that both energy fluxes are, in fact, independent of x2.
VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
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FIG. 6. (a) Energy balance for the scattering problem at f = 1.80 MHz. (b) Zoomed region for angles 42◦ − 56◦
. The locations of EPs are indicated with dashed lines.
In this section we solve some scattering examples based on the previous sections. Consider an interface between
a 2-phase layered composite and a homogeneous medium as shown in Fig. (1). The material properties of the
homogeneous medium are assumed to be: λh = 51.1 GPa, µh = 26.3 GPa, ρh = 2700 kg/m
3 and for the layered
composite: λ1 = 121.1 GPa, µ1 = 80.8 GPa, ρ1 = 7800 kg/m
3, h1 = 0.8 mm and λ2 = 51.1 GPa, µ2 = 26.3 GPa,
ρ2 = 2700 kg/m
3, and h2 = 0.2 mm. A shear in-plane wave in the homogeneous material is incident at the interface
with an incidence angle θ (measured from the normal to the interface). The k1 = ω/
√
µh/ρh sin θ component of
the wavevector is known and is conserved across the interface due to Snell’s law. Knowing the frequency and k1,
we find all the k2 components of the wavevector and their corresponding displacement and stress modeshapes by
solving the k2(ω, k1) eigenvalue problem characterized by Eq. (8). The k2 values in the homogeneous medium are
also calculated from the linear non self-adjoin form or the eigenvalue problem. As mentioned earlier, not all k2 values
are admissible for inclusion in the summation terms. Admissible k2 values are chosen with the requirement that
either their flux in the x2 direction is 0 or going away from the interface. Knowing all the admissible k2 values and
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the corresponding displacement and stress modeshapes, the Betti-Rayleigh reciprocity theorem is applied to find the
scattering coefficients T (i) and R(i) in Eq. (3). The displacement and stress field can be completely determined as
they are expanded according to Eq. (3) once the scattering coefficients are known. To ensure the correctness of the
solution, the energy flux consistency in the x2 direction is checked by applying Eq. (19).
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FIG. 7. Refraction angles of the propagating transmitted waves at (a) f = 1.80 MHz and (b) f = 1.97
MHz. The x axis represents the angle of incidence of the incident wave.
The first example is for a shear in-plane wave at frequency f = 1.80 MHz for which the dispersion plots have been
discussed in Fig. (3). The energy metric plots are shown in Fig. (6a). The blue curve represents total normalized
transmitted energy flux in the x2 direction and the grey curve represents total normalized reflected energy flux. The
black curve is the sum of the two. Since the black curve equals 1 for all angles of incidences, the energy flux is satisfied
almost exactly in the scattering calculations giving a high degree of confidence in the results. In the incidence angle
region of consideration, there are three exceptional points. These are at θ ≈ 35.4◦, 48.6◦, and 78.4◦ with θ ≈ 78.4◦
being in the second Brillouin zone and they are marked in Fig. (6a). As these EPs are associated with either the
emergence or annihilation of branches as one changes the incidence angle in their vicinity (Fig. (3)), the scattered
energy in the vicinity of these EPs exhibits fast variations. Another interesting phenonmenon in Fig. (6a) is the
sudden drop in transmitted energy just above 46 degrees (shown in more detail in Fig. (6b)). This region corresponds
to k1h ≈ 2.5 and referring to Fig. (3a), it is clear that there is only one propagating mode in this region and there are
no EPs in the immediate vicinity. This sudden drop of energy is, therefore, unexplained merely from arguments of
EPs or emerging/disappearing branches and may be related to exotic wave effects like resonance trapping40,41. It is
clear that this sudden drop of energy is not obvious from the bandstructure and would be completely missed without
conducting scattering calculations. A further interesting aspect of this problem is that wave directions seem to flip
signs abruptly across an EP. For f = 1.80 MHz, Fig. (7a) shows refraction angle calculations for various propagating
modes as a function of the incidence angle. These calculations are based upon Poynting vector calculations and are
representative of group velocity directions. Referring back to Fig. (3a), we note that there are two propagating
branches to the left of the first EP which disappear to the right, and two propagating branches to the right of the
second EP which disappear to the left. Fig. (7a) clearly shows that the two propagating branches, in both cases,
refract in opposite directions.
This effect is also present at other EPs. We give another set of examples in Fig. (7b) where the refraction angles
are plotted for the propagating modes at 1.97 MHz. Referring to Fig. (2a), we note that at this frequency there are
two EPs present in the first Brillouin zone and that these EPs are in the k1 domain as opposed to the EPs at 1.80
MHz which are in the k2 domain. Fig. (7b) shows refraction angle sign flips at three EPs. The first two EPs are in
the first Brillouin zone whereas the third EP is in the second Brillouin zone. Regardless, there exist sign flips for all
three EPs. Fig. (8a) shows the energy metrics for this case showing the locations of the EPs and the corresponding
changes in the scattered energy in the vicinity of these EPs. Figs. (8b, c) show FEM calculations exploring the
scattered field at 1.97 MHz at two different angles of incidence. The FEM model contains 75 repeated unit cells with
material properties and dimensions described in the beginning of this section. The incident wave is excited as a line
source on a boundary located on the homogeneous domain. Absorbing boundary conditions are applied at all other
external boundaries of the simulation domain to eliminate effects of reflections that would otherwise be present at the
boundaries. Fig. (8b) shows FEM simulation at an incidence angle of 28 degrees and Fig. (8c) shows the simulation
at 34 degrees. These two angles lie on two sides of the left EP (which lies at 31.5 degree incidence) in Fig. (2a) and
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both angles lie to the left of the lowest branch. We note that while there is no negative refraction at 28 degrees,
there is a negatively refracted mode at 34 degrees. We also note that there is no new branch being introduced at 34
degrees since the third branch begins at a higher angle of incidence. Therefore, the negatively refracted signal must
be coming from the lower of the two propagating branches which has transitioned through the first and, thus, has
transitioned from a positively refracting to a negatively refracting branch (see Fig. 7b).
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FIG. 8. Energy metrics for f = 1.97 MHz are shown in (a). Dashed lines are at the locations of the EPs in the first Brillouin
zone. (b) Elastic strain and kinetic energy density at f = 1.97 MHz and θ = 28◦ (before the EP) where there is mode with
positive refraction and (c) θ = 34◦ (after the EP) where there is negative refraction. The first EP can be reached at θ = 31.5◦.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We considered the problem of the scattering of in-plane waves at an interface between a homogeneous medium and
a layered composite. The relevant eigenmodes in the two regions come from non self-adjoint eigenvalue operators and
are calculated by solving a recently described non self-adjoint eigenvalue problem particularly suited to scattering
studies27. In a model composite, we elucidate the emergence of a rich spectrum of eigenvalue degeneracies. These
degeneracies appear in both the complex and real domains of the wave-vector. However, since this problem is non
self-adjoint, these degeneracies generally represent a coalescing of both the eigenvalues and eigenvectors (exceptional
points). The presence of these degeneracies, in some cases, hints at fast changes in the scattered field as the incident
angle is changed by small amounts. In all the cases considered in this paper, these EPs also represent points in the
spectrum where a wave flips the direction of its refraction from positive to negative or vice-versa as the EPs are
traversed. We calculate the scattered fields through a novel application of the Betti-Rayleigh reciprocity theorem. We
also show that there exists a deep between energy flux conservation and the biorthogonality relationship of the non
self-adjoint problem. This allows us to diagonalize the flux conservation relationship, elucidating the interplay between
the scattering coefficients of the left and right eigenvectors. We note the important result that such diagonalization is
impossible without the use of biorthogonality. We have presented several numerical examples showing a rich scattering
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spectrum. This includes demonstrating fast variations in the scattered energy in the vicinity of EPs and refraction
angle sign flip across the EPs. In one particularly intriguing example, we point out wave behavior which may be related
to the phenomenon of resonance trapping - hitherto unknown in the present class of problems. This phenomenon
along with the refraction angle sign flips are not obvious merely from the bandstructure of the problem and require
the calculation of Poynting vectors and scattered fields.
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Appendix A: Transfer Matrix Method (TMM)
If in-plane waves are propagating in the laminate then the non-zero components of displacement is taken to be
u1, u2 which has the functional form u1(x1, x2, t) and u2(x1, x2, t). This displacement field gives rise to stress fields
σ11(x1, x2, t), σ22(x1, x2, t) and σ12(x1, x2, t). The stress component σ11, σ12 and displacement u1, u2 are continuous
at the material interfaces. Across an interface between layers i and i+ 1 at x1 = x
i:
vi|x1=xi ≡

u1(x
i, x2, t)
u2(x
i, x2, t)
σ11(x
i, x2, t)
σ12(x
i, x2, t)

i
= vi+1|x1=xi (A1)
Due to the periodicity of the laminate, the displacement and stress fields follow Bloch-periodicity conditions. By
using the general solutions to the governing equations, the continuity of traction and displacement at the interfaces
(A1), and the Bloch periodic boundary conditions, we can formulate a Transfer Matrix formulation (x2, ω dependence
suppressed):
v(h) = M(ω, k2)v(0) = λv(0) (A2)
where the eigenvalue λ = eik1h. The eigenvalue solutions of the above come from the characteristic equation for M :
λ4 − a3λ3 + a2λ2 − a1λ+ a0 = 0, (A3)
where
a3 = tr(M)
a2 =
1
2
[
tr(M)2 − tr(M2)]
a1 =
1
6
[
tr(M)3 − 3tr(M)tr(M2) + 2tr(M3)]
a0 = det(M). (A4)
These polynomial coefficients can be further simplified due to the symmetry of the layered composite
a0 = 1
a1 = a3 = tr(M). (A5)
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The wave number solutions come from the following equation
cos(k1h) =
1
4
[
a3 ±
√
a23 − 4a2 + 8
]
, (A6)
so that if k1 is a solution, then so are ±(k1 ± 2npi/h) for all integer n (details in65).
Appendix B: Betti-Rayleigh Reciprocity
Betti-Rayleigh reciprocity39 can be used to relate two different admissible solutions of the elastodynamic problem
in a region. Consider a volume Ω with boundary ∂Ω. Two different sets of boundary conditions, body forces, and
material distributions in Ω give rise to two different states of displacement (u) and stress (σ). For the current study,
we are interested in the application of the Betti’s theorem in the frequency domain. All quantities considered below
are, therefore, understood to be in the frequency domain with the term exp(−iωt) uniformly suppressed. These sets
are represented by superscripts A,B and the governing equations for the two states are:
σAij,j + f
A
i + ω
2ρAuAi = 0
σBij,j + f
B
i + ω
2ρBuBi = 0 (B1)
Multiplying the first equation with uB∗i , the second with u
A∗
i , where ∗ denotes complex conjugation, and subtracting
the two gives rise to the local version of the Betti’s reciprocity theorem. This is converted to the global version by
integrating over Ω:∫
Ω
[
σAij,ju
B∗
i − σBij,juA∗i
]
dΩ +
∫
Ω
[
(fAi + ω
2ρAuAi )u
B∗
i − (fBi + ω2ρBuBi )uA∗i
]
dΩ = 0 (B2)
which, in the absence of body forces, reduces to:∫
Ω
[
σAij,ju
B∗
i − σBij,juA∗i
]
dΩ + ω2
∫
Ω
[
ρAuAi u
B∗
i − ρBuBi uA∗i
]
dΩ = 0 (B3)
The above will be the form of the reciprocity theorem that we use in this paper. The first integral will be further
processed into a surface integral through the use of the Gauss theorem:∫
Ω
[
σAij,ju
B∗
i − σBij,juA∗i
]
dΩ =
∫
∂Ω
[
σAiju
B∗
i − σBijuA∗i
]
njdS −
∫
Ω
[
σAij
B∗
ij − σBijA∗ij
]
dΩ (B4)
where ij = ui,j . The above, when substituted into Eq. (B3), results in the separation of surface and volume terms:∫
∂Ω
[
σAiju
B∗
i − σBijuA∗i
]
njdS +
∫
Ω
[
ω2ρAuAi u
B∗
i − ω2ρBuBi uA∗i − σAijB∗ij + σBijA∗ij
]
dΩ = 0 (B5)
For the unit cell considered in Fig. (5) as l→ 0 this equation is simplified to:∫
x2=0+
[
tAi u
B∗
i − tBi uA∗i
]
dS +
∫
x2=0−
[
tAi u
B∗
i − tBi uA∗i
]
dS = 0 (B6)
Since this is an in-plane problem, the non-zero displacement components are u1, u2 and the relevant stress quantities
on planes parallel to the x1 axis for the purpose of traction calculation are σ21 and σ22. The normal unit vector is
positive on plane x2 = 0
+ and is negative on 0−. Taking this into account the reciprocity relation becomes:∫
x2=0+
[
σA21u
B∗
1 + σ
A
22u
B∗
2 − σB21uA∗1 − σB22uA∗2
]
dS +
∫
x2=0−
[−σA21uB∗1 − σA22uB∗2 + σB21uA∗1 + σB22uA∗2 ] dS = 0 (B7)
We now express the field variables in state A in terms of the reflected and transmitted fields. Integration on x2 = 0
+, 0−
collapse to x2 = 0 with the appropriate representation of the transmitted and reflected fields respectively:∫
x2=0
[
σT21u
B∗
1 + σ
T
22u
B∗
2 − σB21uT∗1 − σB22uT∗2
]
dS
+
∫
x2=0
[−(σI21 + σR21)uB∗1 − (σI22 + σR22)uB∗2 + σB21(uI∗1 + uR∗1 ) + σB22(uI∗2 + uR∗2 )] dS = 0 (B8)
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After some rearrangements, Eq. (B8) can be written as∫
x2=0
(σT2j − σR2j − σI2j)uB∗j dx1 −
∫
x2=0
(uT∗j − uR∗j − uI∗j )σB2jdx1 = 0, (B9)
where summation convention is implied. The above is possible, in part, due to the fact that the free wave has
continuous displacement and traction vectors across x2 = 0. To solve the scattering problem, we first limit the infinite
summation in Eq. (3) to a finite number of terms on the transmitted side (Nt) and on the reflected side Nr. Now
we choose a set of Nt + Nr virtual waves out of which Nt waves are calculated by considering the virtual medium
to be an infinite version of the layered composite and Nr waves are calculated by considering the virtual medium
to be an infinite version of the homogeneous medium. Substituting the the ith virtual state with unit cell periodic
displacement vector u¯B,(i) and stress tensor σ¯B,(i) into (B9), we get the following:∫ Nt∑
m=1
T (m)(σ¯
T,(m)
21 u¯
B,(i)∗
1 + σ¯
T,(m)
22 u¯
B,(i)∗
2 − u¯T,(m)1 σ¯B,(i)∗21 − u¯T,(m)2 σ¯B,(i)∗22 )dx
+
∫ Nr∑
n=1
R(n)(−σ¯R,(n)21 u¯B,(i)∗1 − σ¯R,(n)22 u¯B,(i)∗2 + u¯R,(n)1 σ¯B,(i)∗21 + u¯R,(n)2 σ¯B,(i)∗22 )dx
=
∫
(σ¯I21u¯
B,(i)∗
1 + σ¯
I
22u¯
B,(i)∗
2 − u¯I1σ¯B,(i)∗21 − u¯I2σ¯B,(i)∗22 )dx (B10)
By considering all the Nt+Nr virtual sates in the above equation and after some algebraic manipulations, the following
linear system of equation is obtained:
PS = I (B11)
where P is a square matrix of size (Nt+Nr)×(Nt+Nr) and S = [T (1) T (2) ... T (Nt) R(1) R(2) ... R(Nr)]T is
the scattering coefficients vector. The P matrix consists of inner products of the periodic components of displacement
and stress modeshapes.
